We study the evolution of excitons and optical conductivity of ZnO films on two different substrates (Pt and quartz) using three different Cu doping concentrations known as Cu:ZnO. The concentrations used in this paper were 0% (pure ZnO), 2%, and 8% of Cu. The results show that the excitons are strongly observed in the ZnO film on quartz (ZOQ). However, they are significantly suppressed in the ZnO film on Pt (ZOP). These imply that the interactions of the valence itinerant electrons in Pt with ZnO film are responsible for the electronic blocking of electron (e)-hole (h) pairs or excitons. Furthermore, as a function of Cu doping, the screening effects on excitonic states and the new localized interband transition were observed for the ZOP and ZOQ systems. Our results confirm the different origins of the reduction of excitonic effects and the importance of the dielectric environments to strongly modify excitons and optical conductivity in a wide band-gap semiconductor.
Introduction
Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a direct, wide bandgap semiconductor material with many important and interesting properties for optoelectronics [1] ; transparent electronics [2] , [3] ; sensor applications [4] , [5] ; and spintronic devices [6] , [7] . Optical process and properties in ZnO, as well as its refractive index, have been widely studied for many decades [8] - [11] . The optical functions of uniaxial ZnO have been also determined using two-modulator generalized ellipsometry [11] . The recent interest in ZnO is powered by its prospects and functionalities as multifunctional spintronics compound [12] and continues improvement in optoelectronic applications due to its unique optical properties at room temperature and efficient radiative recombination. The large exciton binding energy of ∼60 meV [13] paves the way for an intense near band edge excitonic emission at room temperature and even higher, because this value is more than twice that of the room temperature thermal energy ðk B T ¼ 26 meVÞ. Therefore, for example, laser operation based on excitonic transitions, as opposed to electron-hole plasma, is expected [14] . Furthermore, variation of excitons binding energy in ZnO and other semiconductors have been investigated and show that the excitons binding energy increases as localization of valence electrons increases due to the reduced electronic screening. In ZnO case, both conduction and valence band edge states strongly localized on anion sites, leading to an enhanced electron-hole (e-h) interaction [15] .
In the previous work, when ZnO film doped by 2% at.Cu (ZnO:Cu (2 at. %)), it was found that interactions between spin in Cu ions and oxygen vacancy (Vo) orbital played an important role for ferromagnetism at room temperature. Based on the first-principle calculations, the electronic structures of Cu ions and Vo were theoretically predicted to take place in the band gap area [16] . Moreover, room temperature mutual ferromagnetic and ferroelectrics (multiferroicity) in ZnO:Cu (8 at. %) has been demonstrated [17] . Generally, Cu ions in ZnO film were predicted and usually known as electron traps that generate a high resistivity film [18] where such trap states may promote the new transition states or also called as a mid-gap states. Recently, it has been reported that a direct experimental evidence of the electronic structures and the optical transitions in ZnO:Cu as a function of Cu concentration using a combination of spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), photoluminescence (PL) and ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) absorption spectroscopy [19] . The SE measurement is the most direct technique to reveal the complex dielectric function and is used to probe and distinguish interband transitions, excitons, and interplay of Cu and Vo in optical transitions of ZnO [19] .
The objective of this research is to study the evolution of excitons, complex dielectric function and optical conductivity in ZnO films as a function of substrates [metal substrate (Pt) and insulator substrate (Quartz)] and Cu doping ZnO film on both substrates using SE measurement. We selected Cu concentration of 0, 2, and 8 at. % for both systems. Note that the previous studies of 2 at. % Cu in ZnO:Cu films is contained at about 1% Vo [16] . The complex dielectric function and related optical properties are extracted through Á and analysis from the angle-dependent SE measurements.
Experimental Details
A set of pure ZnO and ZnO:Cu films with 2 at. % and 8 at. % Cu concentration were grown using the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique on Pt and quartz substrates. In this paper, we used ZnO film thickness of ∼400 nm. Details of the sample preparation and its structural characteristics have been reported and analyzed through systematic and comprehensive studies elsewhere [16] , [17] . The uniformity of ZnO films has been confirmed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and tunneling electron microscope (TEM) images at various locations [16] , [17] . Furthermore, sample homogeneity of O, Zn, and Cu distribution in ZnO:Cu films has been analyzed by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), energy dispersive spectroscopy, and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy-energy dispersive spectroscopy (TEM-EDS) [16] , [17] . The results elucidate that Zn, O, and Cu are homogeneously distributed across the ZnO:Cu films, and no phase segregation or/and clustering are detected [16] .
As mentioned before, the measurement technique used in this work was spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). SE [19] - [22] measurements were performed on the samples using a SENTECH SE850 ellipsometer at room temperature. The ellipsometer was equipped with three different light sources-Deep UV (deuterium), UV/VIS source (Xe-lamp) and NIR source (Halogen lamp of the FT-IR spectrometer) allowing us to measure with energy range from 0.5 eV to 6.4 eV. Spectroscopic ellipsometry enabled the accurate measurement of ellipsometric parameters É and Á defined from the relation tanðÉÞexpðiÁÞ ¼ r p r s where r p and r s are the complex reflection amplitudes for the p-and s-polarized light waves. É represents the ratio between the amplitude of p-and s-polarized reflected light while Á represents the phase difference between p-and s-polarized reflected light. The experimental geometry and the ellipsometer set up (polarizer, analyzer, sample position, etc.) of SE measurements are presented in Fig. 1 . É and Á were taken at multiple incident angles (55, 70 and 80°) for universal fitting procedure and at several spots on the samples to ensure reproducibility as well as to avoid any unintentional measurement artifacts. The data at different spots were identical in almost all cases which further support sample homogeneity. The uniqueness of SE measurement is because it gives both the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function together whereas other techniques like conventional reflectivity measurement required Kramers-Kronig transformation which has fundamental problem for reflectivity data with limited energy range [23] . For very thin film, the change in the phase of the incident light waves upon reflection was much more pronounced than the change in the amplitude of the light of different polarizations. These facts make ellipsometry an ideal method to analyze systems like ZnO thin film on different substrates.
Multilayer modeling [as shown in inset of Fig. 2 (a)] was performed by taking into account the reflections at each interface through Fresnel coefficients to extract the dielectric function of ZnO thin film. The details fitting of É and Á taken by SE measurement was shown in the supplemental material (See Figs. S2-S7) [24] . These graphical fittings were obtained reasonably well by mean the universal fitting of three different photon incident angles for É and Á at each selected system.
Results
Fig . 2 shows the comparison of complex dielectric functions, " 1 (real part of dielectric function) and " 2 (imaginary part of dielectric function) between ZnO film on Pt (ZOP) and ZnO film on quartz (ZOQ) as a function of photon energy. We first focus our discussion on ZOP and ZOQ system, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (d) . Based on the previous research, using the combination of SE measurement, PL and absorption spectra, the excitonic states occurred in the energy range from ∼3.13 to 3.41 eV [19] . Double peaks of " 2 is observable in Fig. 2(d) assigned as excitonic peak at 3.345 eV and followed by first interband transition at 3.41 eV [19] . Therefore, Fig. 1 . Experimental geometry and ellipsometer setup, where rp and rs are the complex reflection amplitudes for the p-and s-polarized light waves. É represents the amplitude ratio of p-and s--polarized reflected light, whereas Á represents the phase difference between the p-and s-polarized reflected light. É and Á are taken at multiple incident angles of 55°, 70°, and 80°.
peaks and features below interband transition (3.41 eV) were assigned to the excitonic states. The interband transition of ZnO film on Pt (ZOP) and ZnO film on quartz (ZOQ) is comparable, as presented by SE data analysis. For both cases, ZOP and ZOQ systems, strong " 1 peaks were observable at around 3.3 eV, while the " 2 spectra showed sharp peaks at the energy range of ∼3.16-3.41 eV assigned as the room temperature excitonic states [19] , [25] .
The most important observation of this study was the dramatic suppression of " 1 and " 2 in ZOP compared to ZOQ. Interestingly, the strongest suppression occurred at the excitonic transitions (∼20% reduction for " 1 and ∼40% reduction for " 2 compared to ZOQ). The peak position of " 1 and " 2 remains. This result shows that the excitonic population was dramatically reduced in ZOP. This is a surprising result since the ZnO film is ∼400 nm thick, and the crystal structures are similar for both cases [24] . Furthermore, it was expected that the influence of the substrate would not be significant since ZnO is a rather thick film. In contrary, our experimental data show otherwise. Since the crystal structure for both cases is similar, the difference is mainly driven by electronic structure. As an exciton is a bound state of an electron (e) and a hole (h) which are attracted to each other by the electrostatic Coulomb force, a kind of cancellation of e-h interaction or an electronic blocking mechanism should arise in ZOP system and reduces the excitonic (c) show the magnification of "1 peak area focus on peak shifting and broadening as function of Cu concentration in ZOP and ZOQ system, respectively. Inset in (d) is the magnification of "2 for different substrates. Insets in (e) and (f) show the new generated state and the magnification of "2 peak area focus on peak lowering and broadening as function of Cu concentration in ZOP and ZOQ systems, respectively.
states. This effect can be explained by the interaction of the significant number of electrons at the valence band provided by Pt substrate to ZnO film. First of all, Pt work function is ∼5.7 eV [26] which is still below the applied maximum photon energy of 6.5 eV. Based on photoelectric effects [27] , this condition allows for valence electrons at Pt to escape from its surface, in this case at ZnO/Pt interface, and that electrons (called transferred electrons) may diffuse into the ZnO film. Second, the energy of the transferred electrons from Pt are higher than the energy of valence band maximum (VBM) of ZnO thin film [28] . These conditions can promote a direct and spontaneous recombination process of transferred electron from Pt with hole from the valence band of ZnO. The spontaneous recombination process is due to the optical processes in ZnO film which against the existing excitons (e-h in ZnO) and thus reduced excitonic states in ZnO. Such process is reflected by the low excitonic intensity in ZOP system, as shown in Fig. 2(d) . It confirms strong electronic blocking of e-h pair in ZOP.
In separated experiment with different set of samples, to further support our argument on the role of transferred electrons, we performed SE measurement for ZOP and ZOQ system in the UV energy range. Extracted dielectric functions are shown in the supplemental material (see Fig. S8 ) [24] . From this results, the dielectric functions in the region of excitonic states are almost similar for ZOP and ZOQ system indicating that there is no significant electronic contribution of Pt substrate as well as Quartz substrate to the ZnO film in UV energy range (up to ∼3.9 eV). In such low energy photon, we confirm the absence of transferred electrons from Pt substrate.
For the system involving Cu doping, the peak of " 1 spectra decreases by increasing of Cu concentration accompanied by peak broadening for both system (ZOP and ZOQ) as shown by Fig. 2(a)-(c) . The slightly shifting of " 1 peaks is also observable toward the lower energy at ∼20 meV and ∼60 meV for Cu concentration of 2% and 8%, respectively, as compared to the pure ZnO. Together with the reduction of its intensity upon Cu concentration (see discussion below), these are a signature of electronic screening of excitons [29] . For clarity, the " 1 peak broadening and shifting are presented in the inset of Fig. 2(b) and (c) for ZOP and ZOQ, respectively. The evolutions of " 2 on ZOP and ZOQ as a function of Cu concentration are also presented in Fig. 2(d)-2(f) . The room temperature excitonic states are observable at the energy range of ∼3.16-3.41 eV. Those peaks slightly decrease and broaden for ZnO:Cu (2 at. %) and are significantly reduced for ZnO:Cu (8 at. %) as presented in the inset of Fig. 2 (e) and (f) for ZOP and ZOQ, respectively. The broadening of excitonic peak implies the metastable bound exciton created by interband transition is interfered by the high concentration of Cu free carrier [30] .
In the ZOP case, free carrier electrons are mainly provided by Pt substrate through transferred electrons. In contrast to ZOQ system, transferred electron mechanism does not occur because the Quartz optical band gap is much higher compared to the maximum incident photon energy. Thus, there is no optical transition to begin with. On the other hand, system with Cu impurities, a few quasi-free electrons may be provided by Cu 3d 9 [16] . This leads to electronic screening effects and reduce the intensity of excitons.
According to Drude-Lorentz model of the dielectric function used to fit these ellipsometry data, the peak line width is controlled by the scattering rate parameter
where is the electrons relaxation time. The ZnO:Cu thin film contains more scattering center in comparison to the pure ZnO that can impede the motion of the electrons and toward the presence of increased localization effect [31] . Therefore, the lifetime of the excitons becomes shorter as the electron concentration increases, and then, the À value of the excitonic peak increases. A broad feature is observable for ZnO:Cu (2 at. %) in energy range of ∼1.8-∼3.3 eV and become more pronounced for ZnO:Cu (8 at. %) as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 (e) and (f), (see also Fig. S9 in the supplemental material [24] ). This broad feature is called generated state that essential for exciton screening in ZnO:Cu system [19] . This screening effect is observable for ZOP and ZOQ system, as indicated by the reducing of excitonic state with the increasing of Cu concentration. More importantly, based on our analysis (see Fig. 2 ), in all cases, " 1 and " 2 intensity of ZOQ system are much higher than ZOP system, which is in good agreement with blocking processes of excitons due to the interaction of transferred electrons from Pt with generated holes through optical process in ZnO film. Then this blocking process together with the screening effect due to Cu concentration in ZnO:Cu film reduces excitonic states in ZnO.
To further evaluate the mechanism and the influence of electronic blocking and screening effects of excitons, in Fig. 3 , we show the plot of optical conductivity ð" 1 Þ accompanied by electron effective number ðN eff Þ. 1 is proportional to " 2 as
This function then is used to analyze the effective number of electrons excited by the photon ðN eff Þ via the f-sum rule [32]
where e is elementary charge, m is the electron mass, and V is the volume of unit cell. Then, the partial spectral weight W is obtained by integrating 1 ð!Þ in particular energy range (0.5-6.4 eV), which this value is related to the total number of electrons being excited in that particular energy range. Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the similar trend of optical conductivity for ZOP and ZOQ at around interband transition area. In all cases, 1 of ZOQ system always higher than ZOP system. For energy higher than interband transition, 1 of ZOP shows similarity with 1 of pure ZnO and Cu doped ZnO (2 and 8% Cu). On the contrary, for ZOQ case, we observed a significant increase of 1 after doped by 8% Cu, as compared to pure and 2% doped ZnO film. This indicates that 8% Cu doping give a significant contribution to optical conductivity without any significant interference from the substrate. However, for ZOP system, high concentration of Cu doping could not compensate the influence of Pt substrate and keep constant at certain saturated number as a strong indication of electronic blocking effects by Pt substrate. Correspondingly, Fig. 3 (c) and (d) show N eff plot for each sample as a function of photon energy. For ZOP system, the N eff for all cases is almost similar and is not significantly affected by Cu concentration. For ZOQ system, it can be seen that the Neff at the highest energy (∼6.4 eV) of 8% Cu:ZnO is higher than that of ZnO and 2% Cu doped ZnO film. This result supports that for ZOQ system, the electronic interactions between ZnO film and Quartz substrate are weak and thus ZnO film behaves almost like free standing film. In contrary, for ZOP system, interactions between ZnO film and Pt substrate are strong and introduce new mechanisms of transferred electrons. Based on the analysis above, we propose schematic model of electronic structure of ZnO film, substrate and their interaction as shown in Fig. 4 . The Fermi level of pure ZnO film shifts downward by Cu doping [28] . A spontaneous recombination process from valence band Pt to ZnO is described in ZOP system for pure ZnO (a) and Cu doped ZnO (b). This recombination process directly occurs after the electron excitation from VB to the conduction band (CB) of ZnO. These processes immediately block the e-h interactions by transferred electrons in ZnO film assigned as strong interaction between ZnO film and Pt substrate. Fig. 4(c) and (d) show schematic ZOQ system, in which almost no interaction between ZnO and ZnO:Cu films with the quartz substrate. Generated states promoted by interplay of Cu and Vo are assigned as green Fig. 4 . Schematic of the electronic structure, optical excitations, and interaction between ZnO films with the substrate for (a) ZOP and (c) ZOQ system. In (b) and (d), the models are also considered the interplay of Cu doping and ZnO film with on ZOP and ZOQ systems, respectively. shaded area in Fig. 4(b) and (d) for ZOP and ZOQ, respectively, and they are responsible for the screening excitonic states in ZnO:Cu films.
Conclusion
In conclusion, electronic blocking and screening effects in ZnO film through dielectric function and optical conductivity as a function of substrates and Cu concentration have been studied systematically using spectroscopic ellipsometry analysis. In ZOQ system, the interactions between film and substrate are weak. However, our study confirms the strong interactions between ZnO film and Pt substrate in ZOP system by considering the electronic blocking effects due to the transferred electrons in the excitonic states. The screening effects are observable in both ZOP and ZOQ systems due to the Cu impurities and the Vo interactions. These studies have demonstrated a strong modification of excitonic states in ZnO films by selecting different electronic environments.
